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Kitchy Pizza Cutter Wheel with
Protective Blade Guard, Super Sharp
and Easy To Clean Slicer, Stainless
Steel (Green)

    1,840 customer reviews
| 17 answered questions

Amazon's Choice for " pizza cutter·"

Price: $12.95 

10% off 2 item(s)  5 Applicable Promotion(s) 

In Stock.
Want it Monday, April 9? Order within 10 hrs 45 minsand
choose· Two-Day Shipping at checkout· . Details
Sold by Shop & Co. and Fulfilled by Amazon . Gift-wrap
available.

Color: Green

  

SLICE ANY PIZZA LIKE A PRO – This pizza cutter· will
leave· you shocked with how easy· it is to get· a nice· ,
clean cut· through your pizza . With its ergonomic
handle· and flawless finish· , you won’t have· to cut· back
and forth· and you get· to keep· your toppings where
they belong - on your pizza .
SUPER SHARP AND FITS IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND -
Why waste· money· on bulky pizza rockers that don’t
even fit· in your kitchen· cabinet· when you can simply
get· this unique· design· that easily fits in your hand· and
also in your cutlery· drawer .
BRILLIANT DESIGN THAT PROTECTS YOUR HANDS FROM
CUTS – Unlike those old fashioned handled pizza cutters
, this little· but yet powerful· pizza slicer has a protective
blade· guard that you can easily close· when it is not use·
. Never worry· about your kids getting their hands· cut·
again .
SUPER EASY TO CLEAN AND DISHWASHER SAFE –
Cleaning this pizza cutter· wheel couldn’t be· easier . It
can be· easily dismantled for both manual or dishwasher
wash· (take a look· at the product· images to see· how it
works) . You also don’t have· to worry· about getting
hand· cuts like those traditional pizza cutters with
handle· .
LIFETIME 100 % MONEY BACK GUARANTEE - We're so
confident that you'll love· the KITCHY pizza cutter· that
we'll refund· every penny if you don't like it ! Actually ,
most customers like it so much they buy· more than 1
and give· it out to their friends and family !
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Cuisinart AMB-14PP Chef's Classic Nonstick Bakeware 14-Inch Pizza Pan $12.95
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Sharp Blade – Includes
Protecti...
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KITCHENDAO Pizza Cutter
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Detachable Blade Cover -
Food Grade 4...
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Utopia Kitchen Stainless
Steel Pizza Cutter
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Pizza Cutter New Desig
by KoBzA - Sharp Rock
Slicer Top Quality Stain
Steel ...
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Lodge P14P3 Seasoned
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Kitchy Pizza Cutter Wheel 
A Better Way To Slice Pizza

The Kitchy pizza cutter· wheel was expertly designed by engineers to improve· every single aspect· of the
traditional pizza slicers . It’s smaller in size· , protects your hands· from cuts and has a stronger grip· that
allows you to easily cut· straight through , first· time· .

Plus, it’s easily disassembled for cleaning and is dishwasher safe. 

Special offers and product· promotions
Color: Green

GET 10 % OFF your entire· order· when you purchase· 2 or more of the Kitchy pizza cutters Enter code· 10 OFFPCW at checkout· . Here's how
(restrictions apply)
GET 20 % OFF your entire· order· when you purchase· 6 or more of the Kitchy pizza cutters Enter code· 20 OFFPCW at checkout· . Here's how
(restrictions apply)
GET 15 % OFF your entire· order· when you purchase· 4 or more of the Kitchy pizza cutters Enter code· 15 OFFPCW at checkout· . Here's how
(restrictions apply)
GET 25 % OFF your entire· order· when you purchase· 10 or more of the Kitchy pizza cutters Enter code· 25 OFFPCW at checkout· . Here's
how (restrictions apply)
Save 10 % each on Kitchy Pizza Cutter Wheel offered by Shop & Co . when you purchase· 2 or more . Enter code· KITCHY 10 at checkout· .
Here's how (restrictions apply)
Use Hilton Honors Points to shop at Amazon.com. Get started.

Have a question· ?
Find answers in product· info , Q&As , reviews

Product Description

Vremi Ceramic Pizza Stone
for Grill and Oven - Large
Round 15 Inch Nonstick
Baking Stone with Built…

 49

$24.99 
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PROTECT YOUR HANDS FROM CUTS 
 
Our pizza cutter· wheel features a retractable blade· guard that protects your fingers from cuts when
washing or picking it up from the kitchen· drawer . Simply slide· it open· and slide· it closed .

 

 

CUT PIZZA WITH EASE 
 
Slice pizza like a pro with the Kitchy pizza cutter·
wheel . The non slip· ergonomic handle· fits
comfortably in the palm of your hand· , giving you
more control· and makes it super easy· to get· a
clean slice .

DISASSEMBLES QUICKLY AND EASILY

We made the disassembly of the Kitchy pizza cutter·
quick· and simple , so you could easily wash· and
clean it . Plus , it’s dishwasher safe .

 

SUPER SHARP STAINLESS STEEL BLADE

The sharp· blade· ensures you get· a one time· clean
slice and will keep· the toppings on your pizza . It
easily cuts through both thick· and thin· crust· , and
can also be· used to cut· brownies , fudge· , cookies
and much more !

Compare with similar items
 

This item· Kitchy Pizza Cutter
Wheel with Protective Blade
Guard, Super Sharp and Easy
To Clean Slicer, Stainless Steel
(Green)

Mozzbi Premium Pizza Cutter
Wheel by, Pizza Slicer cutter -
Super Sharp - stainless steel
with Protective Sliding Blade
Guard, locking blade cover for
safety

OXO Good Grips 4-inch Pizza
Wheel and Cutter

KitchenAid Pizza Wheel, Black

Customer Rating  (1840)  (613)  (687)  (456) 

Price

#1 Best Seller

Add to Cart Add to Cart Add to Cart Add to Cart

12$ 95 8$ 99 12$ 95 9$ 27

https://www.amazon.com/gp/bestsellers/kitchen/289797/ref=psdczbs_289797_t0_B019S3W8AO
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Product Dimensions 4.9 x 4.7 x 1.2 inches

Item Weight 0.16 ounces

Shipping Weight 0.16 ounces ( View shipping rates
and policies )

Manufacturer KITCHY

ASIN B019S3W8AO

Item model· number· PC-01

Customer Reviews     1,840
customer reviews
4.8 out of 5 stars

Best Sellers Rank #226 in Kitchen & Dining ( See Top
100 in Kitchen & Dining ) 
#1 in Kitchen & Dining > Kitchen
Utensils & Gadgets > Pasta &
Pizza Tools > Pizza Cutters 

Date first· available at Amazon .
com

December 24, 2015

Feedback

If you are a seller· for this product· , would you like to suggest· updates
through seller· support·?
Would you like to tell· us about a lower price·?

See questions and answers

Shipping

Sold By Shop & Co. Mozzbi Amazon.com Amazon.com

Color Green Red Stainless Steel Black

Product information

Color:Green

Customer Questions & Answers

Sponsored products related to this item· (What's this?)

Ad feedback·

     

Pizza Cutter Wheel Slicer -
Premium Stainless Steel
Sharp Blade – Includes
Protecti...

 69
$10.90 

Pizza Cutter New Design
by KoBzA - Sharp Rocker
Slicer Top Quality Stainless
Steel ...

 120
$17.99 

Premium Pizza Cutter
Wheel Stainless Steel, Easy
to clean, Razor Sharp with
Protect...

 612
$11.99 

Pizza Cutter - Pizza Knife -
Pie Cutter Slicer - Pizza
Slicer - Brownie Cutter -
Ro...

 245
$13.99 

KITCHENDAO Pizza Cutter
Wheel with Protective
Detachable Blade Cover -
Food Grade 4...

 7
$11.50 

U
S

$
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Customer Reviews

4.8 out of 5 stars

Read reviews that mention·

apart· cuts cut· cleaning cutting drawer handle· cutters dishwasher safe easier wash· safety· kitchen· crust·
traditional tool· grip· pressure cleans

Top customer reviews

 Great for cutting more than pizza!
December 29, 2017
Color: Green Verified Purchase

Comment 10 people· found this helpful .Was this review· helpful to you ?   Report

abuse·

 Game Changer
December 11, 2017
Color: Green Verified Purchase

Comment 5 people· found this helpful .Was this review· helpful to you ?   Report

abuse·

Customer images

   

See all customer images

Most recent customer reviews

Five Stars
Best pizza cutter· ever and easy· to clean !
Published 3 hours· ago

Five Stars
Works great· and arrived as promised . Terrific seller·
Published 5 hours· ago

works great· and not too hard· to
was a gift· for my son . he loves it . works great· and
not too hard· to clean
Published 7 hours· ago

It worked perfectly . Even on a
stuffed Pizza witch· . . .

1,840

5 star· 90% 

4 star· 6% 

3 star· 2% 

2 star· 1% 

1 star· 1% 

Share your thoughts with other customers

Write a customer review·

See all 1,840 customer reviews

Sara Y.

One of those cases where you're not really sure· why the previous version· was ever even invented . 
I know· you're probably thinking that your kitchen· knife works fine , and that's cool . I don't know· what I
would get· this *just** for pizza , but for a parent who needs to cut· food· into safe sized pieces all of the time·
, this is a great· little· gadget· that does the job· quicker , easier , and arguably safer if you close· it when
you're done . Washes easily , holds up well .

Yes No

Educator Dude

I'm Italian-American . I make· pizza weekly in my house· . I have· the stone· which has been passed down from
earlier generations and the secret· recipes . All is good· , my kids , their friends , they all come over to our
house· when Dad is making pizza . A couple· kids even nicknamed me Papa John . I quickly corrected them
that it was insulting· as my pizza is the best ! The only ingredient· I was missing was a decent· pizza cutter· .
That was in the past· , this is a GAME CHANGER ! Works great· , is safe and way· better than any other design·
. I was skeptical at first· until I used it . Now this rocks ! ! Mangia ! ! !

Yes No

Ad feedback 

Amazon Customer

turtlegirl

PHYLLIS ALLEN

Daryl Day
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 Love this Kitchy
July 29, 2017
Color: Green Verified Purchase

Comment 3 people· found this helpful .Was this review· helpful to you ?   Report

abuse·

 This replaced my Kitchen Aid!
September 12, 2017
Color: Blue Verified Purchase

Comment 2 people· found this helpful .Was this review· helpful to you ?   Report

abuse·

 Works Well...Razor Sharp...Clean With Caution!!!
January 20, 2018
Color: Green Verified Purchase

Comment 3 people· found this helpful .Was this review· helpful to you ?   Report

abuse·

 LOVE!!!
February 7, 2018
Color: Green Verified Purchase

It worked perfectly . Even on a stuffed Pizza witch·
was very thick· , I was impressed with how it cut·
through the pizza . My opinion· right· now is I would
definitely buy· this again .
Published 16 hours· ago

Best , most versatile tool· in the
kitchen·
Cuts great· without the handle· getting in the way· ,
even with taller things like deep· dish· pizza or thick·
brownies and sheet· cookies .
Published 1 day ago

Worked great· . But now the clip·
easily broke and it . . .
Worked great· . But now the clip· easily broke and it
no longer stays together . Not even a year of use· .
Published 1 day ago

Five Stars
Easy to use· and clean !
Published 1 day ago

Good but tough· to clean at times
its good· but its not as easy· to open· as they say· on
the description; . At times I have· to use· a spin
handle· to get· it to open· up .
Published 2 days ago

It works
Nice cutter· . I like the shape· and how it fits in the
hand· much better than the traditional cutters out
there .
Published 2 days ago

It is for pizza cutting only
It cuts pizza fine if cool . I was under the impression·
that it would also cut· other things such as
vegetables but that doesn’t work· .
Published 3 days ago

Search customer reviews

Betty J. Barratt

Wow , I could not believe· how well this pizza cutter· does it's job· . My old one was likely just that , old . I had
to put· so much pressure on the old one to do· the cutting . We get· a take· and bake every Saturday and I
finally had enough of that old one . This one arrived about 2 days before we got our pizza and frankly , after
it cooked and I was using it . I was doubtful· it really did cut· . I was wrong· . The toppings stayed in place· and
the cuts were perfect· with only one pass· . Of course· I realize· my thoughts on this is only after 1 use· . I
should mention· that cleaning it is much easier than my old one . It's easy· period· .

Yes No

TRWHOUSE

Excellent ! Just love· this new pizza cutter· ! I use· it for more than just pizza . Try using it with sandwiches
(PB&J's - Grilled Cheese - Quesadillas - Etc) I use· this to help· cut· strips and cut· into squares for my 16
month old . Works extremely well; cuts like butter . 

Love the plastic guard for using when the blade· is stored inside a drawer . Most pizza cutters do· not have·
this feature· . I was a little· concerned with how well it would was inside a dish· washer--but I was gladly
surprised to see· it washed out just fine ! 

I also love· how your hand· rest· on top of the round· part· above the blade· instead of having a handle·
extended outwards . This allows for better pressure and easier cutting . 

I replaced my Kitchen Aid pizza cutter· with this one and boy am I glad I did ! I would and will definitely buy·
this product· again for myself and for others as gifts !

Yes No

D Genovese

Purchased this item· a month ago and used it a handful· of times prior to posting this review· . 

As stated by most reviews , this appears to be· a great· alternative· to traditional pizza cutters . 

Easy to hold· and use· . Razor sharp· out of the box . . . possibly to sharp· . This could be· a small· issue· when
having to take· apart· and clean . Use caution when doing this for the first· time· . 

As for build quality· , it’s solid· and seems as though it will last· . 

All in all a positive· purchase· and would buy· again .

Yes No

Charise

Love this pizza cutter· ! ! ! We had a great· one for years· , but the handle· broke . When shopping for a new
one , we found none had a good· blade· cover· . They always fell off or if you weren’t paying very close·
attention· putting it on you could cut· yourself . We were going nuts looking for our original cutter· and then
my husband saw this one in a Buzzfeed article· . It is great· . Cuts perfectly and easily . Easy to clean . The
blade· is covered . We are really happy· with it and definitely recommend· it to anyone dealing with the same
issue· we were .
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Yes No

Jodi & Jason

Interesting design· and because of this I prefer this cutter· vs your standard· pizzeria style· cutter· . Gives you
much more control· , disassembles for cleaning , has a built-in· blade· cover( 1 less thing to lose in your junk·
drawer) . The directions suck· ! I know· I know· your thinking "it's a pizza cutter· and what instructions are
there" . The instruction· for disassembly are poorly written , I almost thought they were for another cutter· .
FYI just pull· the 2 halves of the shell· apart· at the axel of the cutter· and it will split· in half .

Yes No

Jamie R.

This cutter· is awesome· ! I was a little· worried when I purchased (the price· was the deciding factor) , but my
husband -- the intended user -- LOVED it ! Contoured to fit· the hand· perfectly , and our big· mitts worked
too 😊 I have· to buy· a couple· more for us and for gifts ! If u have· wrist strength· issues or find· handled
cutters hard· to use· to cut· thru the crust· , this is definitely the item· for you ! !
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